
Section B : Answering the Exam Questions  

There are 4 questions to answer based on a given extract.  



1. DESIGN FOR THE EXTRACT

Describe your design ideas (costume, set, props, lighting or sound)                          4

2. A LINE FROM EXTRACT 

Describe how you would use your vocal and physical skills to perform 8

a line and explain the effects you want to create. 

3. SHADED PART OF EXTRACT

Explain how you and other actors might use the performance space 12

and interact with each other to create (tension/ comedy) for your audience. 

4. WHOLE EXTRACT 

Describe how you would use your acting skills to interpret a character 20

in this extract and explain why your ideas are appropriate both for this 

extract and the play as a whole. 



You are designing a setting for a performance of this extract. The setting 
must reflect the context of Blood Brothers, set in a working-class 
community in around the 1970s. Describe your design ideas for the 
setting.

4 marks 

Question 1 Examples 

You are designing a costume for Eddie to wear in a performance of this 
extract. The costume must reflect the context of Blood Brothers, set in a 
working-class community in around the 1960s. Describe your design 
ideas for the costume.

You are designing props to be used in a performance of this extract. The 
props must reflect the context of Blood Brothers, set in a working-class 
community in around the 1960s. Describe your design ideas for the 
props.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wISEU13mRBE

1. Revision Video – Section B .1 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wISEU13mRBE


WHAT is your design idea? (Describe 
it in precise detail)

HOW will you create/ construct it?     

HOW do you want it to look/ effect?

WHY do you want it to look like this?

1. Structuring your answer 

1. Understanding of the character 
in the play/ extract  

2. Time period 

3. Occupation/ role 

4. Personality shown through 
costume 

TIP: it is important that you justify your ideas. Explain why you are making specific choices, 
don’t just describe what they will look like. 



Key learning: Creating a costume based on context
Planning your answer 

You must include details on every item that you can see on the actor:  
Style 

What type of item is it?
Fit 

Is it too big? Too small? Tailored perfectly?
Colour 

What does it tell us about the character?
Fabric / Materials 

Cotton, polyester, wool etc
Condition 

old? new? pristine? battered? Worn? Mended?
Accessories 

jewellery? Hat? Handbag etc?
hair and make up

styled? Swept up? Loose? Cut? Colour? Ageing make up? Special effects? 

Justifying your reasons:

You must explain why you would make these choices and why 
they are appropriate for the context of the play or extract. 

What does context mean? 

Showing your understanding of the character in the play/ extract  
showing your understanding of the time period and the area the 
play is set in. Showing your understanding of their Occupation/ 
role  and their Personality shown through costume 





Costume – top band answer

If I was designing a costume for a 7 year old Eddie to wear in this extract, ensuring that it

reflects the context of the play, I would design the following costume. Eddie would wear a

traditional, 1960’s private boys’ school uniform, to reflect the time period of the extract and

Eddie’s family’s status. This would also contrast significantly with Mickey’s unkempt

appearance in this extract. It would all be perfectly fitted and in immaculate condition, in order

to reflect his background. He would wear a clean, crisp, white cotton, button down, short

sleeved shirt. Accompanied by a green and grey tie, tied in a perfectly placed knot, possibly by

his parents, around a starched, stiff collar. He would also wear a grey, new, fitted woollen

tank. His shirt would be neatly tucked in to a pair of expensive, woollen grey shorts that fall

just below the knee. He would also wear a pair of knee high, clean, cotton white socks, with

tan, leather lace up shoes, perfectly polished and in immaculate condition, to reflect his class

and upbringing. The costume would be enhanced by the actors’ immaculately clean skin and

perfectly cut hair, neatly combed into a boyish side parting. I feel that this costume design

would reflect the character of Eddie in this extract, and the context of the play effectively.



Create two costume, hair and make-up designs for a character from Blood Brothers. They must be for the 
same character but illustrate the passing of time, perhaps between Act 1 and Act 2.



1. Describe your design ideas – Set                                                                 

Set– top band answer 
Here, the scene is set in the Lyons' household whilst a 7-year-old Edward quizzes his mother 

about the 'Bogeyman'. This scene is important because it demonstrates the Lyons' excessive 

wealth and is an insight on the daily running of the Lyons household.

There should be a grand image of a lavish marble clad house wall with a classical painting on it 

as a backdrop for the living room flown in at the start of the extract to display the excessive 

wealth that the Lyons possess and should contrast from the scene before on the council estate 

street, representing the stark financial disparities in those times. In addition, a solid wooden 

coffee table, immaculately polished and without a single scratch should be trucked on from the 

wings, this is a piece of furniture in such pristine condition that it accurately displays the 

obsessive nature of Mrs Lyons as her attention to detail is unprecedented; making her seem 

slightly unhinged by her need to keep things clean. Along with the table, a white leather sofa 

should also be trucked on in spotless condition for much the same reasons as the table, a sign 

of wealth and demonstrating Mrs Lyons' obsessiveness over her household.





Using your script, make a list of all the different locations that occur in the play. Think about how you would 
create these for performance. 

Design a set for an extract of blood Brothers. Consider the play’s context, period, practicality of set. 

Exploring design aspects – set   

Remember:  the set must be flexible enough to accommodate a number of different locations and 

scene changes, while having enough detail to convey the context of the play. In the first Act, there is 
opportunity to see both the exteriors and interiors of the Johnstone’s and Lyons’ homes in Liverpool. 
Often productions show the two exteriors of the homes at the same time to show the contrast between 
the two. 

Consider how you will accomplish quick scene changes. For example, how will you move on Mrs 

Johnstone’s kitchen (page 75) and then remove it (page 79) Will you use trucks? Castors? Fly in set 
pieces? Have actors carry or push on/ off pieces of furniture? 



1. Describe your design ideas  SET KEYWORDS                                                                               

Areas of the stage: CS, DSR, USL etc
Scenery flats

box set 
swivel set 
fixed set

rostra 
Flown in set and scenery

furniture 
projection 
Backdrop 

Use of Trucks (to wheel on and off) 
entrances/ exits 

effect 
size and scale

materials  



1. Describe your design ideas - Props

Props and furniture – top band answer 
In this extract, 7 year old Eddie is at home with Mrs Lyons on an evening, I want to convey the great extent 

of luxury the Lyons prosper in, even in their home. I would place a large, wooden, crème painted 8-seated 

dining table downstage left, this would exemplify the need Mrs Lyons has for a family unit even though 

there are only three in the family. In addition, I would have Eddie reading a newly-looking hard back book to 

convey the pressures of living in an upper class family, in that you are expected to be intelligent due to the 

high amount of opportunities on offer. Finally, I would have a small, oak square table downstage right to 

convey that everything has to be luxurious despite the size or function, subsequently highlighting the mind 

set of all upper class people in that they constantly want to look good and protect their reputation in every 

aspect of their life.



1. Describe your design ideas props key words

style 
colour 

material  
condition

effect
size 

function 



1. Describe your design ideas - lighting

Lighting – top band answer

Here, the scene is set in the Lyons' household whilst a 7 year old Edward quizzes his mother 
about the 'Bogeyman', until Mickey enters, asking if Eddie can play out. This scene is 
important because it demonstrates Eddie's impressionable nature and is an insight on the 
daily running of the Lyons household before Mickey arrives.Initially, a pink flood lantern 
should fade on over 2 seconds, pink is a symbol of warmth although can issue a sense of 
forced comfort, which would convey how the family is perhaps unnatural, given Eddie's true 
heritage whilst covering it in a mask of fake equilibrium and happiness. Then, when Mickey 
arrives, there should be a sudden snap to a yellow Fresnel lantern on the two boys, whilst 
not excluding the parents (although certainly leaving them on the sidelines) it would show 
how comfortable Eddie is around his friend and that he feels a sense of belonging with him 
unlike that with his family, as yellow is also a much more naturally warm colour, as it mirrors 
the sun's own glow.



1. Describe your design ideas Lighting key words

general wash 
spotlight  

gobo
lantern 

flood light 
fade in and out 

cyclorama
follow spot 

effect 
intensity 

colour 
mood 

atmosphere 



You are performing the role of Linda. Describe how you would use your vocal and 
physical skills to perform the line below and explain the effects you want to create.

‘Leave him alone, will y’

8 marks Question 2 Examples

You are performing the role of Eddie. Describe how you would use your vocal and 
physical skills to perform the line below and explain the effects you want to create. 

‘But I don’t want to go. I want to stay here where my friends are. Where Mickey is’

You are performing the role of Mrs Lyons. Describe how you would use your vocal and 
physical skills to perform the line below and explain the effects you want to create. 

‘No! I took him, but I never made him mine. Does he know? Have you told him? ’



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kcFcE_tlEoM

1. Revision Video – Section B .2 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kcFcE_tlEoM


2. Describe how you would use your vocal and physical skills to perform the line 
below and explain the effects you want to create.

• WHAT vocal and physical skills will you use?
• HOW will you use them to deliver the line?
• WHY will you use them like this? What effect do you want to create?

• Go through your answer and write V. P. E  every time you mention a vocal 
skills (V) physical skill (P) and Effect (E)

• V – tone, volume, pace, pitch, emphasis, pause

• P – facial expression, movement, posture, gesture, use of space & positioning

• E – to create tension, show desperation, to show emotion, to convey anger,    
confusion  etc….



Model answer 
Section B .2 

If I was performing the line ‘I don’t want to go. I want to stay here where my friends are….where Mickey is.’ I would want

to communicate Eddie’s sadness and grief at leaving his ‘best friend’ behind, showing the bond the two boys have and

Eddie’s adoration of Mickey. I would also intend to show Eddie’s age and sensitive personality, and how his relationship

with Mrs Johnstone has developed. . Moments before the line, after Edward declares he is leaving, I would be stood centre

stage right, just upstage of Mrs Johnstone, facing the audience. I would begin to quietly sob, with my head down, looking

at the floor. My shoulders would begin to shake as the sobs increased. I would declare loudly, in a pleading, sad tone, of

voice ‘ I don’t want to go’. I would use a high pitch , slightly increasing though tears, My pace would be slow, elongating

the word ‘goooo’ through my sobs. As I said the line ‘I want to stay here. Where my friends are’ I would look around stage

right, and gesture towards my surroundings outside the Johnstone’s house. I would pause after the ellipsis, just before I

say ‘where Mickey is, emphasising the word ‘Mickey’ to show the importance of their friendship. My bottom lip would be

pouting, my brow furrowed to show Eddie’s sadness. I would wipe away my tears with both hands to show Eddie’s childish

traits. I would be stood with my shoulders slightly dipped, with my head down to show Eddie’s sadness. I would be stood

still, away from Mrs J to show Eddie’s vulnerability and gain sympathy from the audience. I would make eye contact with

Mrs J when I say quietly and softly, ‘where Mickey is’. I would use my vocal and physical skills in this way to show his

sorrow and, his developed bond and familiarity with Mrs J, I would also intend to show his feelings about his friendship

with Mickey and how important it is to him. I would want the audience to feel sympathetic towards Eddie in this moment.



You are performing the role of Linda. Focus on the shaded part of the extract. 
Explain how you and the actors playing Mickey and the Teacher might use the 
performance space and interact with each other to create comedy for your 
audience.

12 marks 

Question 3 Examples 

You are performing the role of Mrs Johnstone. Focus on the shaded part of the 
extract. Explain how you and the actor playing Mrs Lyons might use the 
performance space and interact with each other to create tension for the 
audience.

You are performing the role of Mickey. Focus on the shaded part of the extract. 
Explain how you and the actor playing Eddie would use the performance space 
and interact with each other to demonstrate your age and personality for the 
audience



1. Revision Video – Section B .3 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jrXJrQMG-5c

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jrXJrQMG-5c


3. Focus on the shaded part of the extract. Explain how you and the 
actor playing ............... might use the performance space and interact 
with each other to create ……………..for your audience.

- use of stage space – eg. Centre stage, upstage left etc. 
-Interaction with other actors ( relationship, eye contact, physical contact, 
proxemics)
-interaction with the set and/ or props 
-interaction with the audience 
-Movement in and around the space
-entrances and exits  
-gestures 
-Posture
-facial expression
-Status and levels 

• WHAT : will you do in the 
performance space?

• HOW : will you interact
with the other actor?

• WHY : will this create a 
particular effect for the 
audience? 



Model answer 
Section B .3  

At the beginning of the shaded part of the extract, Mrs J has managed to calm Eddie down by cradling him and he is now somewhat naively
excited at the idea of the Johnstone’s moving with them. This is the a rare interaction as we see such intimacy and physical closeness from
both characters, showing their emotional relationship and I would want the audience to find this both tender and heart warming as they
believe it is the last time they will see each other. I would also want the audience to sympathise with Mrs Johnstone and her hidden
heartache. I, and the actor playing Mrs J would be sitting on the front step of the Johnstone’s house, downstage right, facing the audience,
having just broken away from the embrace. Mrs J would have her hand on my shoulder and I would be sat upright, facing her, waiting for
an answer with wide eyes, still smeared with tears, smiling with a hopeful expression on my face. Mrs J would begin to gently rub my
shoulder as we looked into each other’s eyes for a moment. She would take a huge sigh, highlighting the fact that she doesn’t want to
disappoint Edward with her response, and she knows this may be last time she ever sees him. She would take her hand from my shoulder
and begin to take the locket from around her neck, as I watch her closely and intently. As she opens the locket, I would move closer to her,
both of us looking at the small picture inside. As I say quietly, ‘ Can I really have this?’ with the locket in my hands, staring at the picture.. I
would stand up, placing the locket around my neck, proudly displaying it outside of my clothing. Mrs J would then stand, slowly walking
towards me, taking the locket and tucking it beneath my shirt, carefully concealing it.’ I would look up at her for a moment, with an
innocent, confused look on my face, not able to understand why she wants me to keep it secret, but showing Eddie’s trust and respect in
her to do as she asks. She would then gently stroke my hair, showing the audience her maternal instincts, whilst I would then to gaze down
at the locket. Mrs J would then gently place her hand on the locket, whilst placing the other hand on my shoulder. I would look up to gaze
at Mrs J in admiration, with a content smile on my face to show Eddie’s fondness of Mrs J and their ironic bond. When Mrs J says ‘ what you
lookin at?’ She would self consciously touch her hair and step back away from me, turning slightly. I would continue to look at her, with
my head to one side. I would deliver the final line ‘..but I think your smashing’ with enthusiasm and a delighted, proud tone. A huge smile
would begin to grow across my face as I looked fondly at Mrs Johnstone.



In pairs, role play the shaded part of the extract

Focus on:

-Use of stage space 
-Interaction, eye contact, physical contact, proxemics
-Movement towards and away from each other
-Gesture, posture, facial expression 
-Creating comedy/ tension/emotional relationship etc

.



You are performing the role of Mickey. 
Describe how you would use your acting skills to interpret Mickey’s character in this 
extract and explain why your ideas are appropriate both for this extract and the play as a 
whole. 

20 marks 

Question 4

You are performing the role of Eddie. 
Describe how you would use your acting skills to interpret Eddie’s personality in this 
extract, and explain why your ideas are appropriate for both this extract and the play as a 
whole 

You are performing the role of Mrs Lyons. 
Describe how you would use your acting skills to interpret her character in this extract and 
explain why your ideas are appropriate both for this extract and the play as a whole.



4. Describe how you would use your acting skills to interpret a character in this 
extract and explain why your ideas are appropriate both for this extract and the 
play as a whole.

PLANNING YOUR ANSWER 

INTRODUCTION 
INTERPRETING A CHARACTER – explain the character and their intentions in the scene – what 
will you be trying to show in your interpretation of the role?

3 SPECIFIC MOMENTS FROM THE EXTRACT  AND AT LEAST 1 FROM REST OF THE PLAY 

VOCAL SKILLS – describe how you would use your: pace, pitch, tone, volume, pause, accent 
etc. (use quotes from the extract) 

PHYSICAL SKILLS– describe how you would use your: posture, movement, facial expression, 
gesture, eye contact, use of space, positioning etc. 

EFFECT – extract 
Explain why would these acting skills would be appropriate for this scene? What effect are 
you trying to create?

EFFECT  - link to rest of play *****
Explain why these ideas are appropriate for play as a whole. Eg. This would be similar to 
when Mickey….This would be a contrast to when Mr Johnstone earlier in the play….

WHAT Vocal and physical skills 
would you use?

HOW Would you use them to 
show your interpretation of the 
character?

WHY would this be appropriate 
for this extract and the rest of 
the play?





Model answer 
Section B .4 

PARAGRAPH 1 – INTRODUCTION :  INTERPRETATION OF CHARACTER 

If I was performing the role of Mrs Johnstone in this extract I would want to communicate her character and intentions, through my use of appropriate acting

skills, both in this extract and the play as a whole. Throughout the play, Mrs Johnstone is depicted as a naturally maternal character, and I would want to

show this in my portrayal of the role. Often she makes rash decisions on impulse rather than thinking carefully over the consequences of her actions. In this

extract, she gives Eddie the locket without considering the consequences of anyone finding it. She is naturally kind and loving. She is superstitious, something

which causes her to believe the twins’ curse and not tell anyone the truth until she feels she has no choice. Throughout the play, she remains haunted by her

decision. She is poor and trapped by poverty. This makes it very difficult for her to care for her children and is ultimately the reason that she gives Edward

away.

PARAGRAPH 2 – SPECIFIC MOMENT 1: EXTRACT

In this extract, I would use a Liverpool accent to show Mrs J’s background. At the beginning of the extract, I would be stood tall, on my front door step, tea

towel in hand, looking proudly at Eddie. I would place a hand on my hip, with my head to one side, as I say quietly, ‘does your Mother look after you?’. In this

moment I would want to communicate Mrs J’s regret in her decision to give Eddie away. When he replies, innocently ‘of course’ I would chuckle slightly to

myself, to show the audience that I’m aware of the insignificance of the question to him. I would deliver the next line ‘now listen Eddie…’with a slightly harsher

tone, but calmly, to show that I didn’t want to cause trouble, but think it’s for the best if he goes home. I would move closer to Eddie, with a more serious

expression on my face, my eyebrows raised.



Model answer 
Section B .4  continued…..

PARAGRAPH 3 – SPECIFIC MOMENT 1 : REST OF PLAY

This would be in contrast slightly to when we see Mrs J and Eddie meet as strangers for the first time when he is 7 and she says the line ‘now go home, before

the bogeyman gets you’. In this moment I would want to convey my shock, and ultimately my fear of the superstition coming true. I would shout loudly at

Eddie with a threatening tone, moving nervously, slightly agitated and unsure of what to do after he leaves, absently holding my heart to show my shock.

PARAGRAPH 4 – SPECIFIC MOMENT 2: EXTRACT

Later in the extract, when Eddie has declared he is moving, my expression would slowly change as I look sadly at Eddie and say quietly,‘ oh, so we really won’t

see you again?’

This would be heart breaking for Mrs J as she realises that this could be the last time she see’s Eddie. I would want to get across Mrs J’s sorrow, her maternal

instincts towards Eddie and the torture of not being able to tell him the truth. I would be take Eddie in my arms and sit down on the front step with him,

facing the audience. My facial expression would be pained, as I fought back the tears lost in my own pain for a moment. I would hold Eddie tightly, close to me,

as if it was the last time. I would study his face, as if taking it in for a memory, which may have given her the idea to give him the locket later in the extract. I

would then gather myself, straightening my posture and say positively ‘No,listen, don’t be soft..’ I would take Eddie’s shoulders in both arms as if to toughen

him up. I would then gently sweep my hand across Eddie’s hair, half absently. I would do this to show the audience Mrs J’s ‘get back up’ attitude to life, and

that she knows that this is the right thing to do for him, however tough for her. I would then use a comforting, soothing tone, when I begin to “shhh” him,

speaking quietly to show her maternal side and the fact that she doesn’t want to be overheard by anyone.



Model answer 
Section B .4  continued…..

PARAGRAPH 5 – SPECIFIC MOMENT 3: EXTRACT

At the end of the extract when (Eddie looks at her for a moment too long) I would stand, away from Edward by this point, self consciously touching my hair as I say ‘what y lookin at?’

laughing in a slightly embarrassed way. I would want to communicate Mrs J’s modest nature, her awareness that she is not well dressed or made up and the fact that she is not used to

people taking notice of her, particularly children. When Eddie tells Mrs J he thinks she’s ‘smashing’ I would be looking directly at Eddie, shaking my head, in mock disbelief to show Mrs

J’s amusement at Eddie’s young charm. I would want to show Mrs J’s sense of humour and dry wit through delivery of the line ‘God help the girl’s when you start dancin’.. This line is also

referenced throughout the play on many occasions by Mrs Johnstone and is a symbol of sex in the song Marilyn Monroe. This line is adult humour, and Mrs J is aware that Eddie won’t

understand it. A huge smile would grow across my face, chuckling slightly. I would deliver the line loudly and enthusiastically, with a slight melancholic tone to suggest that she is aware

that she won’s see this part of Eddie’s life.

PARAGRAPH 6 – SPECIFIC MOMENT 2: REST OF PLAY

Throughout the rest of the play, Mrs Johnstone remains haunted by her decision to give away her son, and the superstition that she fears may come true. In the final scene, she rejects her

own superstition to save both Eddie and Mickey. At this point in the play, Mrs J has aged almost 20 years. Russell suggests that she is old before her time and has had to sacrifice any

youthful enjoyment for the life she has. I use my physical skills to portray this by using a more weary and worn down body language. My posture would be more stooped and I would

show difficulty rushing, as I enter the final scene in the Town Hall. I would use my vocal skills to show my despair and horror at what is about to happen. I think at this point, Mrs

Johnstone probably blames herself for the situation. I would shout ‘Mickey, don’t shoot’ in a loud, pleading and fearful voice, struggling for breath. I would draw out the word ‘Mickey’

and show a slight reminiscence of how I would have shouted it earlier in the play when her were a child.

Overall, I feel that my use of acting skills would show a successful interpretation of Mrs Johnstone in this extract and the play as a whole.


